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Introduction

I Caveat : there will be a lot of personal prejudices.
I A good review ”About earlier history of two-photon physics” has already be given

10 years ago in Warsaw by Ilya.
I Paul Kessler was born the 17 of july 1926 in Vienna, and passed away last year on

the 5th of june.
I In the sixties in the Collège de France, the Atomic Physics Laboratory (LPA) was

led by Francis Perrin, professor at the Collège de France from 1946 to 1972.
I Paul Kessler was a member of this laboratory nearly from its creation, being

previously from Institut Henri Poincaré (IHP) in Paris.
I There, in 1956 he published in Nuovo Cimento ”On the Validity of the

Williams-Weizsacker Method and the Problem of the Nuclear Interactions of
Relativistic µ mesons” already developping a treatment consistent with QFT to
validate the semi-classical WW method in non-elastic photonuclear processes.

I In 1958, now member of the LPA, he published a paper on Delbruck scattering, in
the Journal of Physics and the Radium,

I His mastering of the computation of helicity amplitudes and the factorisation
techniques as in his Nuovo Cimento 1960 paper ”Sur une méthode simplifiée de
calcul pour les processus relativistes en électrodynamique quantique” will be of
great help in his interest in ongoing and future experiments .



The Origins

I The 60’s period saw the advent of low energy e+e− colliders.
I The motivation of a Note to the Scientific Academy in 1969 was that the future

e+e− colliders were in preparation and it was the time to quantify the idea of
Calogero and Zemach to study ee → eeAĀ events, with A being a muon, a pion
or a kaon.

NB : At that time papers were published in native language ( french, russian ...) with
no internet and no laptop.



A few comments
I In the 1970-71 LPA activity report it can be noted that :

I Two papers were published in Phys. Rev. in april and november 1971 :
”Photon-Photon Collisions, a New Area of Experimental Investigation”
and
”Comment on the Experimental Investigation of Photon-Photon Collisions in
Electron-Positron Storage Rings”.

I P. Kessler and J. Paris attended the 1970 e+e− storage rings conference in
Frascati.

I In 1972 Marcel Froissart unified the Francis Perrin and the Leprince-Ringuet
laboratories : LPA (Atomic Physics) + LPN(Nuclear Physics) = LPC
(Corpuscular Physics Laboratory )



The 1972 Kessler’s report to prepare the first 1973 conference
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The 1973 Conference



The 1973 Conference



The origins

I Few years later, I met theorists from LPC CdF while computing radiative
corrections to Bhabha scattering for a CELLO luminometer, and looking for QED
experts.

I I met the Kessler group during the analysis of the CELLO results presented at
Lake Tahoe in 1979.

I The sociology of two-photon physics in France from DM2 to CELLO is another
potentially interesting topic.

I Already in 1971 the Kessler’s group had and exact factorized expression for the
two-photon 2 fermion pair production, and the techniques of helicity amplitudes
calculation are still of interest.

I QCD studies developped by M. Fontannaz, D. Schiff, B. Pire lead to the creation
of teams in Orsay and Ecole Polytechnique.



A look at the 1980 Amiens International Workshop



A few comments as a conclusion

I Paul Kessler retired in 1992 : he gave a talk at the San Diego Two Photon
Conference and stopped his activities in 1994.

I Paul Kessler has been very active defending Human Rights : soviet jews,
palestinians, political prisoners.

I He also translated in french around fifteen german books, among them
”Der Teil und das Ganze” Werner Heisenberg,
”Ceux qui guérissent et ceux qui meurent” Jurgen Thorwald,
”Paul” Shalom Ben-Chorin
”Le Palais Bourbon” Theodor Herzl
”Le retour des castors” Josef Reichholf
”Assouan” Michael Heim
”Le septième continent” Albert Fischer



Acknowlegments and hope

I Many thanks to the retired Kessler’s group members :
Napoléon Arteaga, Christian Carimalo and Joseph Parisi.

I Hoping that Christian will definitively publish the full content
of his 1978 unpublished thesis.

I And long life to the PhotonXXXX Conferences.
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